
engine. It stands upon a space less than an inch in 
diameter. It is a high-pressure engine constructed 
principally of gold and silver, and is composed of 
over one hundred and fifty pieces. The diameter of 
the cylinder is one-sixteenth of an inch, length 
of stroke three-sixteenths of an inch, diameter of 
fly-wheel five-eighths of an inch. The cylinder, cross
head and beam arc made of golll, the boiler of silver, 
and in five separate sheets. The screws which hold 
the several parts together are so small that the 
threads on them can scarcely be seen with the naked 
eye. The engine, boiler, stack, and plate on which 
the whole rests, weighs less than one-half ounce. It 
is believed to be the smallest working steam engine 
in the world, and will run about three thousand revo
lutions per minute. 

RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS. 

'rhe following are some of the most important im
provements for which Letters Patent were issued 
from the United States Patent Office last week; the 
claims may be found in the otpcial list:-

Stamping Mill. -This invention relates, first, to a 
certain me�us employed for taking the powder or 
dust from the m0rtar chamber and conveying it to 
the deposit chamber; said means consisting of a blast 
generated by a fan or an equivalent device arranged 
in connection with a blast spout in such a manner 
that the dust will be taken from the mortar chamber 
and conveyed to the deposit chamber, and the same 
blast made to act continuously so as to avoid the ad
mission of fresh external air and the consequent mix
ing of dirt and other light impurities held in snspen
sion in the external air with the quartz powder or 
dust, Tbe invention relates, second, to the employ
ment of a valve arranged in connection with the mol'· 
tar chamber and blast spout in such 11 manner that, 
by regulating or adjusting the valve, the quartz may 
be reduced to a greater or less lIegree of fineness. 
The invention relates, t11ir(l, to un improved mode of 
Aecuring the dies in the bed of the mortar, whereby 
;lai.d dies are firmly held in position and very readily 
adjusted in the mortar bed and detached therefrom. 
The invention relates, fourth, to an improvement in 
the construction of the frame of the mortar, whereby 
�he frame is rendered extremely durable and well cal
culated to resist the jars and concussions caused by 
the stampers in the prosecution of their work. Zenas 
Wheeler, of San Francisco, Oa1., is the inventor of 
this improvement. 

Machine /01' cutting Lead-pencils.-The final oper
ation in the manufacture of lead-pencils is that of 
cutting off the ends of the same after they are oth· 
erwise completely finished. This operation, simple as 
it appears to be, requires great care, because it must 
be done after the pencils are already varnished, and 
without proper precaution the varnish is liable to be
come tarnished, and, furthermore, in cutting the ends 
the edges of the wood and the ends of the lead are 
liable to splinter, and thereby the market value of the 
pencils is considerably deteriorated. For these rea
sons this operation requires particular care, and here
tofore it has been accomplished entirely by hand labor 
at great expense and loss of time. The object of 
this invention is a machine by which the operation 
of cutting off the ends oflead-pencils is accomplished 
automatically, requiring no hand labor exeept that 
of feeding the pencils to the machine, which can be 
p�rformed bya child, and leaving both the ends of 
the wood and those of the lead perfectly smooth. Al
bin Warth, of Stapleton, N. Y., is the inventor of this 
machine, and he has assigned his whole right, to Aer
hard'l'aber, of 133 'William street, New York. 

Harvester.-This invention relates, first, to a novel 
and improved cutting device, the same consisting of 
two reciprocating cutters placed one above the other 
and working in opposite directions and through slot
ted fingers, each provided with n, tongue which are 
between the two cutters, and all arranged in such a 
manner as to admit of a 'short stroke and rapid move
ment of the cutters with a very moderate application 
of expenditure of power, thereby insuring the work 
being done in a perfect manner and without the lia
bility of the cutting device becoming chokGd or clog
ged. The it,vention relates, second, to an improved 
means employed for operating or driving the two cut
tel's, which means consist of a rack at the inner end 
ot eaeh cutter and a vibrating toothed segmentplacad 

i!rht Jdtutifit �mtrita". 
between the two racks of the cutters and gearing into 
the former; the segment being operated by means of 
an arm connected by a ball-and-socket joint with a 
pitman connected with the driving shaft; all being 
arranged in such a manner as to cause the necessary 
motion to be transmitted from the driving shaft to 
the cutters in a very direct manner and with but little 
friction. The invention relates, third, to an improved 
arrangement and application of a supporting wheel 
for the cutter-bar, said wheel being attached to an 
arm which projects at right angles from the front side 
of a socket to which the inner end of the cutter-bar 
is attached, whereby the cutters are made to conform 
to the inequalities of the ground over which they may 
pass and be supported or retained at all times in a 
proper working position. The invention relates, 
fourth, to a novel and improved means for connecting 
and disconnecting the traction wheels of the machine 
with the sickle-driving mechanism, whereby the con
nection and dieconnection may be made with the 
greatest facility and without subjecting any of the 
gears and working parts of the machine to the wear 
and tear hitherto consequent on such manipulation. 
The invention consists, fifth, in an improved mode of 
hanging the axle of the traction wheels of the ma
chine as well as the driving shaft thereof;' whereby all 
warping or springing of the frame of the machine is 
compensated for, and the working parts allowed to 
operate equally as well if the frame should warp or 
spring (:1 contingency of not unfrequent occurrence) 
as if it retained its proper shape. The inven';ion con
sists, sixth, in an improved mode of bracing the cut
ter-bar so as to diminish side draught, and at the 
same time retain the cutter-bar in proper position. 
J.W. Prentiss and E. M. Birdsall, of Penn Yan, N.Y., 
are the inventors of this harvester. 

Tanning Apparatus.-This inyention consists in 
a platform revolving on the top of a tank or vat con
taining the tanning liquor, and provided with an open 
box or framework extending from its lower surface 
down into Sllid tank or vat, in combination with 
frames on which the hides or skins are stretched, in 
such a manner that by placing said frame with the 
hides or skins in the open box and imparting to the 
platform a rotary motion, the tanning liquor is brought 
in intimate contact with all parts of the hides or 
skins, and the operation of tanning is considerably 
facilitated. It conSists, also, in the employment of 
movable baskets in combination with the frames con
taining the hides or skins and with the revolving plat
form, open box and tank or vat, in such a manner 
that the introduction and removal of the frames con
taining the hides or skins into and from the tanning 
vat, can be effected with comparatively little labor 
and loss of time; it consists, finally, in the applica
tion of adjustable frames provided with movable bars 
and arranged in such a manner that each frame is 
capable of holding two sides of hides or two skins 
properly stretched, and a:t such a distance, one from 
the other, that the tanning liquor has free access to 
all their parts, and when the tanning is completed, 
the leather requires no further labor to be straight
ened or brought in the proper form. Henry Lieber
mann, of Paducah, Ky., is the inventor of this im
provement. 

Blast Furnace.-·This invention consists, first, in 
a blast furnace, the hearth of which, when: bisected 
by a horizontal plane, presents a narrow, long rect
angle, the two short sides of which are to be used as 
working sides, and its two long sides for two or more 
rows of tuyeres, and whose long and short sides in
crease gradually from the hearth up to a point near 
the throat, in such a manner that a perfectly steady 
and gradual descent of the charges from the throat to 
the hearth is effected, and the ore, fuel and fluxes (as 
charged in horizontal layers), preserve the same rela
tive position toward each other while descending from 
the throat to the hearth of the furnace; and, further
more, the reduction of the ore can be effected in less 
time and with less fuel than it can in a furnace of the 
ordinary construction; it consists, further, in the em
ployment, in combination with a long rectangular 
hearth, of a double row of tuyeres, each tuyere be
ing placed so as to be between two of the opposite 
sides, in such a manner that a smelting and oxidizing 
zone of uniform temperature and little vertical depth 
is obtained throughout the entire length of the fur
nace, and the proceps of reducing the ore is effected 
with less fuel and in less time than in furnaces having 
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the tuyeres arranged in the ordinary manner. It con
sists, further, in the arrangement of one or more fire
places and fire-flues under the bottom and through 
the walls of the furnace, in such a manner that a uni
form and quick heating of the external walls of the 
furnace during the erection of the same, and particu
larly previous to lighting the charge in its interior, 
can be effected, and thereby the successful working 
of the furnace is rendered practicable, and its dura
bility considerably increased. It consists, finally, in 
the employment of slotted air-chambers in place of 
or in combination with the tuyeres, in such a manner 
that the cost of mechanism used for introducing the 
blast into the furnace is considerably reduced without 
dim:nishing or impairing the effect. Woldemar Ras
chette, of St. Petersburg, Russia, is the inventor of 
this furnace, and he has assigned it in full to Alex. 
Trippel, of No. 18 Exchange Place, New York, who 
is to be addressed for further information. 

HEAT PRODUCED BY DIFFERENT KINDS OF FUEL. 

Several men of science have undertaken series of 
experiments to ascertan the exact quantity of heat 
developed in burning a given quantity of various sub
stances. The most satisfactory of these experiments 
are those of Andrews, and those of Favre Silberman. 
Andrews inclosed the substance to be burned, togeth
er with just the quantity of oxygen required to burn 
it, in a close copper vessel with thin walls, and im
mersed this vessel in water-the water being carefully 
weighed. The substance was then set on fire by an 
electric current, and the temperature of the water 
was measured before and after the burning by a ther
mometer so delicate that it indicated 1-500th of a de
gree. The apparatus of Favre & Silberman was es
sentially the same, though they adopted SOllie extra 
precautions to guard against the influence of the ex� 

ternal atmosphere. The table below gives the result� 
obtained by these two experimenters. It will be ob
served that the rise in the temperature of the water is 
given in degrees of the centigrade thermometer, 
which may be reduced to Fahrenheit degrees by mul
tiplying the amount by 9 and dividing by 5:-

-- --. ------ ·�I:�� !f�1;;11 � --�-- -----.. -.--. .. �'o :1 fi>8- : � ��·.o�p.."":1 '" 
Substance3 burned "a J-I.a = �,.Q�'Cj: § 

p�';,& td=5 8-
Observer. 

i�.c:g i���\ � ,.J::oOu HQ;l=O 0 

Hydrogen .... " 34462 4307"'-'-cH�0:-'rFc a=v:C:re=-&O::-;Sui"l b:-:: e=r=m:-:a-= n-=- n.  
Hydrogen ...... 33808 4226 HO Andrews. 
Carbon......... 8080 3030 C02 Favre & Silbermann. 
Carbon.. . .. . .. 7900 2962 C02 Andrews. 
Sulphur. . . . .. . . 2220 2220 S02 Favre & Silbermann. 
Sulphur. . . . . . .. 2307 2307 S02 Andrews. 

Phosphorus .... 5747 4509 P05 Andrews. 
Zinc.......... . 1301 5285 ZnO Andrews. 
Iron. . . . . .. . . ... 1576 4134 Fe304 Andrews. 
Tin. . . . . .. . . . ... 1144 4230 8n02 Andrews. 
Copper. . . . . . . .. 602 2394 CuO Andrews. 
Carbonic oxide. 2431 4258 C02 Andrews. 
Carbonic oxide. 2403 4205 C02 Favre & Silbermann. 
Protoxide oftin 521 4349 Sn02 Andrews. 
Suboxide of cop-

per. . . . . . . . 256 2288 CuO 
Marsh gas. . . . .  13063 3266 
Marsh gas .... 13108 3277 
OIefian t gas. .. 11942 3483 
OIefiant gas . .. 11858 3458 
Alcohol. . . . . . . 6850 3282 
Alcoho I.. . . . ... 7183 3442 
Ether ...... .. 9027 3480 
Oil of turpen-

tine ...... 10852 3294 
Bisulphide of 

carbon. . . . 3401 2692 

Andrews. 
Favre & Silbermann. 
Andrews. 
Andrews. 
Favre & Silbermann. 
Andrews. 
Favre & Silbermann. 
Favre & Silbermann. 

Favre & Silbermann. 

Favre & Silbermann. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

TIMOTIIY ROSE, of Oortlandvillc, N. Y., has peti
tioned for the extension of a patent granted to him 
on Sept. 24, 1850, for an improvement in water 
wheels. 

It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the 
Patent Office, Washington, on Monday, Sept. 5, 1864. 

GEORGE K. SNOW, of Watertown, Mass., has peti
tioned for the extension of a patent granted to him 
on Oct. 15, 1850, for an improvement in machines for 
folding pa er. 

It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the 
PaLent Office, Washington, on Monday, Sept. 26, 1864. 

All persons interested are required to appear aDft 

show cause why said petitions should not be granted. 
Persons opposing the extensions are required to file 
their testimony in writing, at least twenty days before 
the final hearing. 
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